
بسم االله الرحمن الرحيم
ا سئلة إختبار سابقة من ملف iSeeU الفصل الثامن ( قصيدة الأمل )

[أسئلة اختبار - الأدب الأمريكي - بسام ابو زيد]

1) <b>Read the following poem, and then answer the questions below. </b> Hope is the
thing with feathers That perches in the soul, And sings the tune without the words, And
never stops at all, And sweetest in the gale is heard; And sore must be the storm That
could abash the little bird That kept so many warm. I’ve heard it in the chillest land And
on the strangest sea; Yet, never, in extremity, It asked a crumb of me <b> 061 . The
poet communicates that hope ________.</b><u></u>
- A. brings discomfort and grief because it’s like a dream
- B. is unlike a bird for being dependent
- C. has feathers like a bird
- D. is like a bird because its free and independent spirit

2) 062 . The poet communicates that hope is similar to a bird in ________
- A. bringing discomfort and grief because it’s like a dream
- B. being dependent
- C. having feathers
- D. its ability to bring comfort and consolation

3) 063 . What does hope mean to the poet?
- A. It brings discomfort and grief because it’s like a dream
- B. It is unlike a bird for being dependent
- C. It has feathers like a bird
- D. It is like a bird because its free and independent spirit

4) 064 . The poet’s use of the word <b>“thing</b>” indicates that <b>hope</b> is
something ________ .
- A. abstract and vague
- B. like an extended grieve
- C. inanimate
- D. concrete and clear

5) 065 . The word “thing” indicates that hope is something ________.
- A. abstract and vague
- B. like an extended grieve
- C. inanimate
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- D. concrete and clear

6) 066 . Hope is something abstract and vague ***
- A. a thing
- B. an extended grieve
- C. a bird
- D. concrete and clear thing

7) 067 . The line “And sings the tun e —without the words,” gives the reader a sense that
_______
- A. Hope is like words
- B. Hope is universal
- C. Hope is not like words
- D. Hope is a singing bird

8) 068 . What sense does “And sings the tun e —without the words,” gives the reader?
- A. Hope is like words
- B. Hope is universal
- C. Hope is not like words
- D. Hope is a singing bird

9) 069 . Which line gives the reader the sense that “hope is universal”?
- A. “It asked a crumb of me.”
- B. “And sings the tun e —without the words,”
- C. “Hope is the thing with feathers”
- D. “And sweetest in the gale is heard

10) 070 . In line two, first stanza, the word “ perches” suggests that ________ .
- A. hope is planning to stay
- B. hope changes over the years
- C. hope has short presence
- D. hope broadens your mind

11) 071 . What does the word “ Perches” in line two, first stanza suggests?
- A. hope is planning to stay
- B. hope changes over the years
- C. hope has short presence
- D. hope broadens your mind
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12) 072 . We understand that hope is planning to stay when the poet says ________.
- A. “ perches in the soul,”
- B. “sings the tune
- C. “asked a crumb of me.”
- D. “never stops at all,”

13) 073 . In line two, first stanza, the word “Perches” means
- A. settles
- B. ***
- C. dies
- D. passes on

14) 074 . In line one, second stanza, the word “gale” means
- A. a horrible windstorm
- ؟؟؟
- ؟؟؟
- ؟؟؟؟

15) 075 . The poem “Hope Is the Thin g with Feathers” was written by ________
- A. Mark Twain
- B. Henry James
- C. Emily Zola
- D. Emily Dic kinson

16) 076 . Who is the author of this poem “Hope Is the Thing with Feathers”?
- A. Mark Twain
- B. Henry James
- C. Emily Zola
- D. Emily Dic kinson

17) 077 . In this line, “Hope is the thing with feathers” there is an example of ________
- A. simile
- B. paradox
- C. metaphor
- D. anaphors

18) 078 . What is the figure of speech in “That perches in the soul,”?
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- A. Personification
- B. simile
- C. metaphor
- D. paradox

19) 079 . The repetition of “And …” at the beginning of some lines in this poem is
called ________.
- A. addition
- B. simile
- C. alliteration
- D. anaphor a 080 . “

20) 080 . “It is like a bird because its free and …” What does it refer to? ________.
- A. A dream
- B. Happiness
- C. A wild bird
- D. Hope

21) 081 . What does Dickinson compare the bird to?
- A. Discomfort and grief because it’s like a dream
- B. Dependence
- C. Other birds with feathers
- D. Hope

22) 082 . According to the last line of the poem, Dickinson feels that hope
- A. is selfless for not sharing its crumbs with her
- B. is a bird that eats crumbs when it is hungry
- C. is like crumbs —small and unimportant
- D. gives and asks nothing in return

23) 083 . What is The rhyme scheme of the first two stanzas?
- A. abab cdcd
- B. abcb cdcd
- C. aabb ccdd
- D. abab abcd

24) 084 . The second stanza depicts hope’s ________.
- A. continuous presence
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- ؟؟؟؟
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